
Jeremy Worthington | Job Search Coach
Project Manager at Worthington Career Services and Professional Training & Coaching
Consultant

jeremy@buckeyeresumes.com

Summary
Certified Advanced Resume Writer
Certified Career & Transition Coach

Jeremy Worthington provides a life-long association with job search tools and strategies
complemented with a Bachelors in Human Resources, Associates in Business Management and
practical experience in corporate and government arenas. This background has contributed to the
success of a nationally recognized and greatly respected career coaching firm.

Employing his talents for capturing reader attention and commitment to a candidate’s competitive
edge has facilitated numerous interviewing and hiring opportunities in all backgrounds and levels
throughout numerous industries. Understanding and capitalizing on previous, current and future job
markets provides him with the insight needed to guide candidates through résumé preparation,
strategic allocation, and performance interviews.

Published in:
Expert Resumes for Engineers, 2008
Gallery of Best Resumes, 2007
Same Day Resume, 2007
The Quick Resume & Cover Letter Book, 2007

Featured On:
WBNS 10TV
Call 4 Job Search Support Phone Bank

Guest Speaker/Contributor:
International Council of Shopping Centers
American Marketing Association (Columbus Chapter)
ASAE & The Center for Association Leadership
40 Plus of Central Ohio
Lucent Technologies
Ohio Department of Development
National Association of Black Accountants
(Columbus Chapter)
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Memberships:
Career Directors International
Professional Association of Resume Writers & Career Coaches
Scioto Ridge Job Networking Group (Sponsor)
Corporate Recruiters Exchange
Columbus Recruiters Exchange

Specialties
Job Search Tactics, Technologies, Tools and Strategies

Experience
Project Manager at Buckeye Resumes
October 2005 - Present (3 years 9 months)

For three decades we have prepared winning resumes, cover letters and portfolios. Thousands of
job seekers have realized success and count on us to give them the edge over the competition.

Two generations of resume writers and job search coaches are dedicated to assuring job seeker
success. We are knowledgeable of all industries and work venues.

If you qualify but can't land an interview your resume or your search strategy is causing you to miss
opportunities.

75% of our clients come in referred. Your hard work deserves reward. We encourage you to call us!
32 recommendations available upon request

Project Manager at Worthington Career Services
August 2000 - Present (8 years 11 months)

We serve job seekers in all fields and at all levels, from students and entry-level candidates to
senior executives with six-figure compensation packages. As a comprehensive career services firm,
our aim is to provide you with services that will make an incredible impact on your exposure,
earnings, and confidence level. Our leading-edge methods have penetrated gatekeepers during the
most challenging economic climates. We are heavily networked throughout the executive recruiter
communities.
15 recommendations available upon request

Education
Franklin University
BS, Human Resources, 1996 - 1998
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Interests
Getting you back to work!
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Jeremy Worthington | Job Search Coach
Project Manager at Worthington Career Services and Professional Training & Coaching
Consultant

jeremy@buckeyeresumes.com

47 people have recommended Jeremy

"I hired Jeremy to revamp/update my resume, little did I know what I was in for! I got MUCH more
then just a resume, even though that was what I contracted for. I was given a valuable in person
meeting in which Jeremy listened to my needs and then efficiently outlined his services and what
they could do specifically for me in my situation. I was able to make an informed decision to hire
Jeremy. Once I was on board, Jeremy provided me with customized tools for my situation which
provided me a solid framework that really forced me look at myself professionally and what I could
provide to a potential employer. This was the biggest value of Jeremy's service, that his tools
command you to recognize the professional in yourself and really think about just what it is you do
everyday at work and why it should be valued by potential employers. He was very encouraging,
professional, honest and patient. He took a "diamond in the rough' and provided the tools for her to
shine!"

— Tomasina Wall, was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy has been a great help in my job search. Not only has he created a great resume for me but
he also has been encouraging, willing to listen and offers valuable advice. He is very dedicated to
helping people and works with them with a high level of integrity and honesty. It has been a
pleasure working with him over the past several months and I look forward to continuing our
professional relationship. I would recommend him to anyone who is in need of a Career Coach."

— Sheldon Cousino | IT Manager / Project Manager, was Jeremy's client

"If you are seeking a technology expert to help you get back to work, Jeremy Worthington is the one
to see! His knowledge of LinkedIn and Twitter are invaluable, specially to those of us who are
networking "Newbees". In no time you'll be "Linking" and "Twittering" away!"

— Cynthia Reber, was Jeremy's client

"I first met Jeremy through another contact and had the opportunity to observe his work personally.
His extensive knowledge of the job market, his technical knowledge and expertise and his winning
demeanor have the ability to inspire and guide those who seek his resume and job search services.
If you're looking to advance in your current career path, seeking a change in that path or simply
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need a resume that gets results, you WANT Jeremy Worthington in your corner."

— Steve Seever, was Jeremy's client

"I don't know if my words can truly do justice, or even capture the scope of what Jeremy does for
his clients, or the value of the services he provides. Jeremy is a true professional in every sense of
the word: imagine having a best friend that just happens to be an award-winning and results-driven
resume writer, who wants nothing more than to help you get back on your feet again. Now combine
that with years of experience, and the knowledge to helping people make the career moves that
would benefit them the most. This should just give you a snapshot of what Jeremy provides for his
clients. Jeremy not only knows how to write your resume -- he also knows how to get it in the hands
of the movers and shakers in your industry. He knows how to use all forms of technology to get you
in the sights of the hiring managers, and help you get your dream job. "When second place isn't an
option" is more than a slogan -- it is a way of life for Jeremy. If you are looking for the perfect job
and don't have the right strategy yet, talk to Jeremy. Having this man on your side is essential for
your job search needs!"

— Joe Cortez | Freelance Writer/Producer, was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy is very personable, caring, energetic, and knowledgeable in his field. You won't find
anyone more willing to go the extra mile to help people, whether they are clients, members of a
business/social group, or someone he recently met. I am proud to include Jeremy in my
professional network."

— Dale Mitchell | Strategic Agent of Change, was Jeremy's client

"If you feel like I did; uneducated in the art of job search you need to check out Jeremy at Buckeye
Resumes and Worthington Career Services. Jeremy can help you by teaching you what you need
to know to be successful. Jeremy is tirelessly dedicated to the mission of preparing you to
communicate your assets effectively and land your target position. While most of us are asleep
Jeremy will be working three screens to update information and monitor industries, connections and
opportunities. He will extract necessary information for your resume and then help you deliver it on
job boards. He will teach you the art of technological job search. He will expose the secrets of a
successful meeting and help you prepare for your own. Last, but certainly not least, he will provide
connections through technology, recruiting, past clients and job search organizations. Check him
out!"

— Rhonda St. Onge, was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy is definitely the one who makes you think through the tough interview questions. He is
extremely thorough in prepping an interview candidate and takes the time to understand the
position and company the interviewee is looking at. Jeremy helps you dig deep for the facts and
guides the emotion out of each response. Before any face to face interview, I recommend a session
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with Jeremy. With his high integrity, Jeremy is trustworthy, consistent and reliable. He expects the
best put of himself and brings the best out in you!"

— Nora Gomez (Gates), was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy possesses not only expert-level knowledge of resume development and career coaching,
but combines it with a very personable and supportive personality. I am very fortunate to have
Jeremy advising me with my career search and I highly recommend him to anyone who is seeking
an edge in the very competitive job market today."

— Pete Bonfini | Business Development Executive, was Jeremy's client

"I am working with Jeremy and Worthington Career Services during this very competitive job
market. I absolutely enjoy working with Jeremy! I value his mentorship and ability to bring a more
confident and professional image to the jobseeker. He is a very knowledgeable and experienced
professional that has taken the job search and interview process to a new level. He provides
“out-of-the-box" answers and has helped my interview process to be more powerful. Jeremy is an
invaluable resource and I highly recommend his services! Thank you Jeremy!"

— Jamie K. Valentine, was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy is a hands on career coach that is personally invested in helping individuals find a job or
switch careers. This is accomplished through professionally written resumes and improved
interviewing skills and job search techniques. I would highly recommend Jeremy to anyone
interested in advancing themselves professionally."

— Al Kadar, was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy's strength is that he gets right to the point and tells you what you need to know and do,
maybe not what you want to hear. And when you're job searching, time is of the essence."

— Kristy Shiffman, was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy is dynamic, industrious and a true professional. He always has time to talk on the phone
and will come up with useful advice and a fresh way of looking at a problem. He's also very good
with technology solutions and an expert at using web-based tools for career advancement."

— Emmanuel Paraskakis, was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy’s work on my resume was an integral part of my job search process. He is a down to earth
person who thinks outside the box and knows how to ask the right questions which allows the
resume to contain a solid reflection of one’s skills and abilities. He is honest and straight-forward
and has great insight into the job market. His understanding of the technical aspects of a job search
is superb."
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— Mark Irwin, was Jeremy's client

"I engaged Worthington Career Services to assist in my search for employment during a recent
transition period in my career. Jeremy was responsible for reworking my resume. His thorough
research into my experience and accomplishments was thorough and the resulting product was
outstanding. He produced a resume that opened doors. Moreover, Jeremy is a terrific coach. He
knows the technology of job searching and has developed several time-saving techniques and
valuable tools for improving job search productivity and effectiveness. Jeremy constantly
demonstrates and encourages discipline but is very personable in conveying that message. His
enthusiasm is contagious. Jeremy is a uniquely qualified and extraordinarily dedicated career
coach. I highly recommend Jeremy to anyone seeking expert professional guidance in their search
for employment."

— Tom Coyle | IT Professional, was Jeremy's client

"I hired Jeremy to help me with my resume. He did a great job.“I highly recommend Jeremy for his
assistance in helping me to find employment in the Columbus area."

— Derrick DeWitt, was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy has been a great help in my job search. He is very personable, thinks outside the box and
is always willing to listen and give advice. He is even expanding his services with
jobsearchschool.com to further be able to service all his clients needs. I would highly recommend
him."

— Scott Hefke, was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy’s focus on the task helps you keep a successful end in sight. (The task is not finding a job;
it is setting a career path.) Be prepared to be “drilled and grilled” with rapid fire questioning. Plan to
allow yourself 60 minutes to rest after meeting with him, but know that when you are finished with
your meeting he will have prepared you for the best steps in your career path. The right position
that meets the career goals you set forth while working together."

— Pamela Edwards, was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy was instrumental in professionally writing my resume as well as providing technical support
for me in my job search. He has a detailed eye for incorporating key aspects of your career along
with highlighting achievements you may not have recognized as notable. Along with his flare for
writing and technical approach to professionally written resumes, he is a terrific career coach. He is
always available to his clients, gives them direction, support, and insight to help them reach their
career goals! He consistently goes above and beyond for his clients and business partners alike.
Thanks Jeremy for your services, support, and friendship."
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— Mary McKay, was Jeremy's client

"I highly recommend Jeremy for his assistance in helping me to find employment in the Columbus
area. I relocated to my home state from South Carolina in September of 2007. I searched endlessly
for several months and did receive interviews, but did not get the jobs. I was working with a
personally written resume and found that I needed some coaching with my interviews. After
consulting with Jeremy I landed a wonderful job in the Columbus area. After six months I was laid
off due to the lack of new home sales and consulted again with Jeremy to freshen up my resume.
Again, I was successful in getting that perfect job. I highly recommend his services and have.
Thanks Jeremy for all your help and words of encouragement."

— Nancy Shepard, was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy knows his stuff. Very personable and dedicated to assist you in your job search. I highly
recommend him and his company (Worthington Careeer Services)."

— Terry Hemsworth, was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy's resumes are truly works of art. His ability to take your entire career and sum it up in a
couple pages are incredible. His career coaching is straight and to the point. He will give you what
you need to get hired."

— Wesley Whitaker, was Jeremy's client

"I recommend Jeremy's work as a career coach and as a resume writer. His work with Buckeye
Resumes and Worthington Career Services gives him a great perspective on the job search
process. This is reflected in the quality of his resume building skills. With Jeremy's advice and
resume writing abilities your job search efforts will stand out and you will achieve success in landing
a new position."

— David DeWees, PMP, was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy is a true professional in his field. In working with Jeremy, I have consistently found him to
be exceptionally responsive and willing to help individuals with their career search. I highly
recommend Jeremy to anyone looking for a career coach, resume rewrite, or specific preparation
for interviews."

— Tina Rieder, was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy is a very knowledgeable and experienced professional that has taken the job search and
interview process to a new level. He provides out "out-of-the-box" answers and my message
delivery is much more powerful. It is because of his coaching that I was able to get the job offer I
received."
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— Richard McAninch, was Jeremy's client

"One of the many reasons that I recommend Jeremy is that he produces high quality work.I am
extremely satisfied with the cover letter and resume services he provided.I am glad that I made the
extra investment to include the "coaching" services that Jeremy offered. Applying for and securing a
job is a stressful venture. I am truly grateful that I had Jeremy there to help me accomplish my
career goals successfully!!"

— Michele Dillon, was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy did an outstanding job creating my resume. I couldn't help but keep reading my resume
over and over again. The profile I had to complete was like nothing I've ever experienced. I am truly
impressed with the finished product."

— Kelly Hopkins, was Jeremy's client

"Good resumes are critical to a job search as it must sell an applicant's abilities before they are
given an opportunity to talk to a prospective employer. Jeremy understands this and works hard to
insure his client's resume is a solid reflection of their skills. Jeremy is a reliable, responsive
professional who is easy to talk to and offers good insight to the job market. I will continue to
recommend Jeremy!"

— Megan Snare, Sr. Recruiter, Dawson Resources, was with another company when working with
Jeremy at Buckeye Resumes

"Jeremy is a down to earth person who has a knack for thinking outside the box. He knows how to
ask the right questions which allow his clients to best help themselves. Nevertheless, Jeremy's
clients are never on their own. I am excited to see the results we will produce."

— Wes Kelsey, was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy is an intrical part of my job search team. A cool, calm and collected contributor who
understands and communicates a successful course of action. He over delivers in helping me try to
transistion my skills into my passion. He's honest and straight forward with a genuine interest in
developing someone's potential to be everything they can be."

— Bill Harman, was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy was very instrumental in creating a new resume for me that far exceeded my expectations.
He helped me identify skills and talents that I had taken for granted for so long that it never even
occurred to me to highlight them. That resume has opened doors for me that never opened with my
old resume. In addition he has connected me with people who have been tremendous networking
contacts. If you feel you need help with a job search, or even if you aren't sure you need help, I
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would recommend Jeremy without reservation."

— Michael Kossoff, was Jeremy's client

"I wasn't getting many interviews with the resume I wrote. I had Jeremy write my resume and have
received more interviews and many compliments from companies and recruiters on it. Jeremy has
a lot of knowledge and is a person I would trust to help guide my career and recommend to others."

— Michael Ulicne, was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy’s resume talents are exceptional. My history was presented in a clear and concise method.
The resume highlighted my major achievements and was noticed by recruiters and HR reps. Hit
rates on my resume increased 300% +. I recommend Jeremy Worthington. You won’t be
disappointed."

— Gary Perren, was Jeremy's client

"Great attention to detail. Extremely personable and interacts well with people. Jeremy has a very
high level of commitment to his clientele and demonstrates a high degree of caring, concern and
professionalism."

— Thomas Wessel, was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy is a true professional and a great motivator. Even though he is my coach, I consider him a
good friend as well. If you are looking for someone who cares and wants to see you become
successful in your life, Jeremy Worthington should be at the top of your list."

— Weston McCorkle, was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy's resume work and job search coaching sessions have been strong assets for me in my
search. His resume strategy and design have opened doors for interviews at major corporations in
Columbus. His coaching has enabled me to hone my job search strategy appropriately. I have
much more confidence submitting my credentials and walking in the door for the first meeting. I
highly recommend Jeremy if you need a strong boost in your job hunt."

— John Guccion, was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy had written my first professional resume. He is excellent in pulling together years worth of
professional experiences and bring them to a cohesive sum. He is not only a competent
professional, but personable and his focus is to bring value to his clients. I enjoy working with
Jeremy and wish him the best!"

— Anna Nosse, MBA, PMP, was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy Worthington's Company, Buckeye Resumes, is a Sponsor at Scioto Ridge Job Networking
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Group. We met there in 2007. Jeremy's skill at developing professional resumes for his clients is
becoming more and more evident as I get to know him better. Jeremy is especially adept in
assisting young professionals and those in the light industrial industry. He understands his client's
needs and can act as a job search coach as well. I've enjoyed getting to know Jeremy and would
refer his work."

— Karin Combs | Career Coach | HR Consultant, Owner, Source One Human Resource
Solutions, was with another company when working with Jeremy at Buckeye Resumes

"I have known Jeremy for years now and have grown to respect him as a consummate professional
He is someone that delivers much more than is expected. Dedicated, enthusiastic, tenacious, and
personable are only some of the words that can describe him. I consider him a great business
partner and also a very good friend."

— George Photakis, President and Chief Information Officer, Central Benefits IT, was with another
company when working with Jeremy at Buckeye Resumes

"Jeremy does an excellent job filling a need for entry-level job seekers and those who normally
would not consider using the services he provides. The resumes and other assistance he provides
to his clients are top quality and provide them with competitive advantages. I would highly
recommend Jeremy's services to those who would be in need of them."

— Alan S. Portnoy, CPA, Senior Accountant, Norman Jones Enlow & Co., CPAs, was with
another company when working with Jeremy at Buckeye Resumes

"Jeremy is one of the professional business sponsors of the Scioto Ridge Job Networking Group.
He has successfully helped many of our members with their career transition. If ever I have to
re-write my resume, I will call Jeremy."

— Ken Lazar | Staffing Professional, District Manager, Kelly Services, Inc., was with another
company when working with Jeremy at Buckeye Resumes

"Jeremy really helped me make my transition from my 20 year career at Andersen Windows in
Minnesota to my new career at Mettler-Toledo Inc. in Columbus, Ohio. He helped me write a
performance driven Resume that was so impressive, that I was offered a job on my first interview
with Mettler-Toledo Inc. I look forward to my new future and if the need should ever come up again I
would not hesitate to call on Jeremy to help update my Resume and Cover Letter. Thank you, Lisa
Anderson"

— Lisa Anderson, was Jeremy's client

"helpful all along the way, promptly returns phone calls and answers questions. wrote me a great
resume and cover letter."

— dennis daulton, was Jeremy's client
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"I am very satisfied with the professionalism and courtesies Jeremy displayed while working with
me in the areas of resume development and career coaching. He worked well within my schedule
and always followed up on things in a timely manner."

— Andrew Poncsak, was Jeremy's client

"I recommend Jeremy without hesitation. Because I refer my clients to him, I know first hand that
when you work with Jeremy, you are working with one of the best. The resumes he creates
captures your experiences and background in a way that garners the attention of even the most
discriminating hiring manager. The value based interview coaching he teaches arms his clients the
confidence they need to secure the position they desire the most. His relationships with recruiters
nationwide make him an invaluable resource for any job seeker."

— Chris Gardner, Executive Recruiter, Artemis Consultants, was with another company when
working with Jeremy at Buckeye Resumes

"Jeremy was professional from start to finish. He knew how to translate my information into a
resume that expertly marketed my value. I was very pleased with the service and product and
recommend him to anyone."

— Rick Nie, was Jeremy's client

"Jeremy Worthington has been with WCS since 2000. He consistently demonstates a real talent for
marketing our clients' credentials. He brings strong skills in development of executive presentations
and completes all projects with the highest level of integrity."

— Janice Worthington | Executive Job Search Coach, Executive Director, Worthington Career
Services, managed Jeremy at Worthington Career Services

Contact Jeremy on LinkedIn
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